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ABSTRACT
Having an effective safety program is one of the central and most important
focuses of an organization, either in industry or academia. For the latter, it is even
more critical since an effective safety program will help ensure a healthy
educational and research environment, as well as prepare students with mustneeded safety experience through direct interactions in various activities during
their study. However, while industry must continue to put considerable amount of
effort on developing and implementing their safety programs,, academia also needs
to do its part. Recent incidents at UCLA, Texas Tech, Texas A&M University
niversity and
many other universities have put safety issues, especially those in research
laboratories, in the spotlight, that demand more effective safety programs in
academia. In many ways, an effective safety program in academia is similar to that
in industry. Elements such as commitment, involvement and accounta
accountability
bility at every
level are recognized as the foundations of an effective safety program. Built upon
those are other important factors such as process hazard assessment,, education and
training, accident investigation and so on. The Mary Kay O’Connor Process
Proces Safety
Center has worked closely with T
Texas A&M University to develop and implement
such a program not only for laboratory safety settings, but also for mainstream
education and research. The Center, founded with a vision to promote and improve
safety in industry and academia
academia, has trained generations of engineers equipped with
essential safety knowledge and experience. They are a vital factor in establishing
effective safety programs in both academia and industry.
The seminar will emphasize some criti
critical
cal research needs which have to be
addressed in the process safety area
area. Issues regarding fundamental questions for
process safety research and how academia can drive fundamental research to
design inherently safer chemica
chemical (and biological) plants will also
lso be covered. There
are significant areas of societal needs where fundamental research must be
conducted
ed if advances are to be made in technology, management systems, and
other aspects of process safety. Some of these research areas are Aerosol and Dust
D
Explosions;; Flammability of Liquid Mixtures; Inherently Saferr Design; LNG Safety;
Quantitative Risk Analysis;; Runaway Reactions and Reactive Chemicals
Chemical Research;
and Safety Culture and Its Impact on Safety Performance
Performance.
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